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Forum Mailer
Thread 86 on *Oxford Forum (#1845)

Sowers of Scandal and Schism [Gabriel] 04.24.07 12:28
Re: Sowers of Scandal and Schism [Lynn] 04.24.07 12:38
Re: Sowers of Scandal and Schism [Merissa] 04.24.07 12:44
Re: Sowers of Scandal and Schism [Lauren_H] 04.24.07 12:54
Re: Sowers of Scandal and Schism [Sounia] 04.24.07 12:58
Re: Sowers of Scandal and Schism [Sierra] 04.24.07 13:17
Re: Sowers of Scandal and Schism [Stephanie_V] 04.24.07 14:05

Date: 04.24.07 12:28
From: Gabriel
To: Oxford Forum
Subject: Sowers of Scandal and Schism
Viewed by: 10 individual user(s)

Canto XVIII
This is the eighth circle, ninth ponch, where the Sowers of Scandal and Schism are sent. this is a hell for
people who give ill advice and plant seeds of distrust and scandal in other people's hearts. These people are
brutally maimed and wounded by a demon with a sword constantly. There wounds heal up and close just in
time for the demon to wound them again. "And all others here whom you can see were, when alive, the
sowers of dissension and scandal, and for this they are now split. Behind us here, a devil decks us out so
cruelly, re-placing every one of this throng underneath the sword edge when we've made our way around 
the road of pain, because our wounds have closed again before we have returned to meet his blade once 
more" (1920). All these people who were "sowers of dissent" are split from their limbs and all other parts of
their bodies forever. Just as the evil seeds they planted with their advice split kingdoms, families, etc... they
are doomed to be seperated and put back together for eternity as a reminder of the damage their words did.
A specific example was Curio who advised Ceasar to march on Rome and take over the Republic, has his 
tongue split for scandal he caused.

reply

[top]

Date: 04.24.07 12:38
From: Lynn
To: Oxford Forum
Subject: Re: Sowers of Scandal and Schism
Viewed by: 6 individual user(s)

At 24.04.07 19:28, Gabriel (Gabriel Granado) (#5993) wrote:
I like the quote you used I tended to use the same one when I wrote about this topic also. I agree with
you on the sword and the demon and it all. However, when I read it the scandals seemed to be one of
people in battle and such because in the foot notes it talks about different people in battles and how 
they betrayed their friends and family. Therefore, that is why I thought it was on war, but now that I 
re-read yours I guess your "ill advice" was on the whole. Overall, I really enjoyed what you wrote and
agree.
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Canto XVIII
This is the eighth circle, ninth ponch, where the Sowers of Scandal and Schism are sent. this is a hell
for people who give ill advice and plant seeds of distrust and scandal in other people's hearts. These
people are brutally maimed and wounded by a demon with a sword constantly. There wounds heal up
and close just in time for the demon to wound them again. "And all others here whom you can see
were, when alive, the sowers of dissension and scandal, and for this they are now split. Behind us
here, a devil decks us out so cruelly, re-placing every one of this throng underneath the sword edge 
when we've made our way around the road of pain, because our wounds have closed again before we 
have returned to meet his blade once more" (1920). All these people who were "sowers of dissent" are
split from their limbs and all other parts of their bodies forever. Just as the evil seeds they planted
with their advice split kingdoms, families, etc... they are doomed to be seperated and put back 
together for eternity as a reminder of the damage their words did. A specific example was Curio who
advised Ceasar to march on Rome and take over the Republic, has his tongue split for scandal he 
caused.
reply

[top]

Date: 04.24.07 12:44
From: Merissa
To: Oxford Forum
Subject: Re: Sowers of Scandal and Schism
Viewed by: 5 individual user(s)

At 24.04.07 19:28, Gabriel (Gabriel Granado) (#5993) wrote:

Canto XVIII
This is the eighth circle, ninth ponch, where the Sowers of Scandal and Schism are sent. this is a hell
for people who give ill advice and plant seeds of distrust and scandal in other people's hearts. These
people are brutally maimed and wounded by a demon with a sword constantly. There wounds heal up
and close just in time for the demon to wound them again. "And all others here whom you can see
were, when alive, the sowers of dissension and scandal, and for this they are now split. Behind us
here, a devil decks us out so cruelly, re-placing every one of this throng underneath the sword edge 
when we've made our way around the road of pain, because our wounds have closed again before we 
have returned to meet his blade once more" (1920). All these people who were "sowers of dissent" are
split from their limbs and all other parts of their bodies forever. Just as the evil seeds they planted
with their advice split kingdoms, families, etc... they are doomed to be seperated and put back 
together for eternity as a reminder of the damage their words did. A specific example was Curio who
advised Ceasar to march on Rome and take over the Republic, has his tongue split for scandal he 
caused

In response to your interpretation of the contrapasso of this sin, I think you are right on. In the way that 
they are stabbed and the wounds are given time to heal just to be wounded again is a good example of 
the way that the bad advice can give false hope.

reply

[top]

Date: 04.24.07 12:54
From: Lauren_H
To: Oxford Forum
Subject: Re: Sowers of Scandal and Schism
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Viewed by: 4 individual user(s)

At 24.04.07 19:28, Gabriel (Gabriel Granado) (#5993) wrote:

Canto XVIII
This is the eighth circle, ninth ponch, where the Sowers of Scandal and Schism are sent. this is a hell
for people who give ill advice and plant seeds of distrust and scandal in other people's hearts. These
people are brutally maimed and wounded by a demon with a sword constantly. There wounds heal up
and close just in time for the demon to wound them again. "And all others here whom you can see
were, when alive, the sowers of dissension and scandal, and for this they are now split. Behind us
here, a devil decks us out so cruelly, re-placing every one of this throng underneath the sword edge 
when we've made our way around the road of pain, because our wounds have closed again before we 
have returned to meet his blade once more" (1920). All these people who were "sowers of dissent" are
split from their limbs and all other parts of their bodies forever. Just as the evil seeds they planted
with their advice split kingdoms, families, etc... they are doomed to be seperated and put back 
together for eternity as a reminder of the damage their words did. A specific example was Curio who
advised Ceasar to march on Rome and take over the Republic, has his tongue split for scandal he 
caused.

This is a very good anaylsis of the scene taking place here. The example that you used here was very 
good as well i had trouble figuring out how their punishment fit the sin that they committed in life but 
you did an excellent job at clearing that up.

reply

[top]

Date: 04.24.07 12:58
From: Sounia
To: Oxford Forum
Subject: Re: Sowers of Scandal and Schism
Viewed by: 5 individual user(s)

At 24.04.07 19:28, Gabriel (Gabriel Granado) (#5993) wrote:
The ninth pouch's punishment relates to the crime. the splitting of the limbs showes how one can be 
punished for causing your limbs split is how the punishment fits the crime. in many of these cantos 
that is aparent. all of the punishments are similiar to the crime which was committed showing a 
significance. your response to this was interesting amd i agree with it.
Canto XVIII
This is the eighth circle, ninth ponch, where the Sowers of Scandal and Schism are sent. this is a hell
for people who give ill advice and plant seeds of distrust and scandal in other people's hearts. These
people are brutally maimed and wounded by a demon with a sword constantly. There wounds heal up
and close just in time for the demon to wound them again. "And all others here whom you can see
were, when alive, the sowers of dissension and scandal, and for this they are now split. Behind us
here, a devil decks us out so cruelly, re-placing every one of this throng underneath the sword edge 
when we've made our way around the road of pain, because our wounds have closed again before we 
have returned to meet his blade once more" (1920). All these people who were "sowers of dissent" are
split from their limbs and all other parts of their bodies forever. Just as the evil seeds they planted
with their advice split kingdoms, families, etc... they are doomed to be seperated and put back 
together for eternity as a reminder of the damage their words did. A specific example was Curio who
advised Ceasar to march on Rome and take over the Republic, has his tongue split for scandal he 
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caused.
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Date: 04.24.07 13:17
From: Sierra
To: Oxford Forum
Subject: Re: Sowers of Scandal and Schism
Viewed by: 3 individual user(s)

At 24.04.07 19:28, Gabriel (Gabriel Granado) (#5993) wrote:

Canto XVIII
This is the eighth circle, ninth ponch, where the Sowers of Scandal and Schism are sent. this is a hell
for people who give ill advice and plant seeds of distrust and scandal in other people's hearts. These
people are brutally maimed and wounded by a demon with a sword constantly. There wounds heal up
and close just in time for the demon to wound them again. "And all others here whom you can see
were, when alive, the sowers of dissension and scandal, and for this they are now split. Behind us
here, a devil decks us out so cruelly, re-placing every one of this throng underneath the sword edge 
when we've made our way around the road of pain, because our wounds have closed again before we 
have returned to meet his blade once more" (1920). All these people who were "sowers of dissent" are
split from their limbs and all other parts of their bodies forever. Just as the evil seeds they planted
with their advice split kingdoms, families, etc... they are doomed to be seperated and put back 
together for eternity as a reminder of the damage their words did. A specific example was Curio who
advised Ceasar to march on Rome and take over the Republic, has his tongue split for scandal he 
caused.

I thought that was Canto XXVIII. The punishment is perfect for the sin. I like how the wounds are left
to heal and right before they do they get forced open again. Its like a broken heart, right before it heals
something goes wrong and it’s hurting again. LOL I guess I can sort of relate. 

reply

[top]

Date: 04.24.07 14:05
From: Stephanie_V
To: Oxford Forum
Subject: Re: Sowers of Scandal and Schism
Viewed by: 3 individual user(s)

At 24.04.07 19:28, Gabriel (Gabriel Granado) (#5993) wrote:

Canto XVIII
This is the eighth circle, ninth ponch, where the Sowers of Scandal and Schism are sent. this is a hell
for people who give ill advice and plant seeds of distrust and scandal in other people's hearts. These
people are brutally maimed and wounded by a demon with a sword constantly. There wounds heal up
and close just in time for the demon to wound them again. "And all others here whom you can see
were, when alive, the sowers of dissension and scandal, and for this they are now split. Behind us
here, a devil decks us out so cruelly, re-placing every one of this throng underneath the sword edge 
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when we've made our way around the road of pain, because our wounds have closed again before we 
have returned to meet his blade once more" (1920). All these people who were "sowers of dissent" are
split from their limbs and all other parts of their bodies forever. Just as the evil seeds they planted
with their advice split kingdoms, families, etc... they are doomed to be seperated and put back 
together for eternity as a reminder of the damage their words did. A specific example was Curio who
advised Ceasar to march on Rome and take over the Republic, has his tongue split for scandal he 
caused.

I think you did a good interpretation of Canto XVII you explained it well and I agree with what you 
said that there punishments were because of splitting of kingdoms and families,that they are also being 
split from their body parts for their actions.

** Last modified 24.04.07 21:09 by Stephanie_V (#6003) **

reply

[top]


